
Grace Labyrinth, LLC 

Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing Policies, Terms, and Conditions 

 

LONG DISTANCE SPACE CLEARING & BLESSING POLICIES: 

During the Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing, Maura Kirby uses remote 

viewing, Reiki symbols, crystals, and essential oils to remove negative energy, spirits, 

and entities that may exist in a location and replace it with love, light, and protection 

from Spirit. 

Maura Kirby works directly with Archangel Michael, other Archangels of Light, and 

Ascended Masters to purify the space and infuse protection, light, and love from the 

Spiritual Realm. Maura and her Spiritual Team have the ability remotely to remove 

malevolent entities and energy parasites, assist earthbound spirits into the light, and 

seal energetic portals and gateways to prevent the energy and entities from re-entering 

the space.    

 

FEES AND PAYMENTS: 

Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing fees: 

 1,500 square feet and under location (1 hour) - $200 

 1,501 - 2,500 square feet location (1 hour 30 minutes) - $250 

 2,501 - 3,500 square feet location (2 hours) - $300 

 3,501 - 4,500 square feet location (2 hours 30 minutes) - $350 

 4,501+ square feet location (3 hours+) - To Be Determined 

A 50% deposit is required to secure the date/time of the Long Distance Space Clearing 

& Blessing. Full payment is due 48 hours prior to the Long Distance Space Clearing & 

Blessing. You also have the option to pay the full amount in advance. Credit card 

payments are processed online through Square. Visa, MasterCard, American Express, 

and Discover are accepted. Cash and checks are not accepted. 

 

CANCELLATIONS: 

If you need to cancel or reschedule your Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing, 

please give a 48 hour notice. Refund of the 50% deposit requested 48 hours before the 

Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing will be fully reimbursed. Failure to cancel the 

Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing within 48 hours of the Long Distance Space 

Clearing & Blessing date will result in a nonrefundable 50% deposit.  

 



CONFIDENTIALITY:                     

Maura Kirby and Grace Labyrinth, LLC will keep all information strictly confidential and 

will not voluntarily release information to an outside party without your approval. 

Information will be released if Maura Kirby and/or Grace Labyrinth, LLC are required to 

do so by law or if court order is present. 

 

NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY:                                                                                                           

Maura Kirby and Grace Labyrinth, LLC do not discriminate on the basis of age, gender, 

religion, sexual orientation, color, heritage, race, disability, political beliefs, marital 

status, or family status.    

 

WAIVER OF LIABILITY:                                                                                                                 

You are fully accountable for your own physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual well-

being, as well as your choices, actions, and outcomes. You understand that any 

information given during a Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing is of a spiritual 

nature. All actions and decisions are made by you and are solely your responsibility. 

You are responsible for your life outcomes based on your choices. You understand that 

a Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing is not a substitute for legal counsel, 

financial guidance, medical treatment, psychotherapy, mental health care, treatment for 

psychological issues, treatment for physical illness, or treatment for substance abuse. 

There is no guarantee that the Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing will produce 

certain results. Maura Kirby and Grace Labyrinth, LLC are not liable, not responsible, 

and not accountable for actions chosen, or not chosen, by you. Maura Kirby and Grace 

Labyrinth, LLC cannot guarantee a specific outcome. Maura Kirby and Grace Labyrinth, 

LLC cannot guarantee removal of malevolent entities and energy parasites, cannot 

guarantee assistance of earthbound spirits into the light, and cannot guarantee the 

sealing of energetic portals and gateways to prevent the energy and entities from re-

entering the space. Maura Kirby and Grace Labyrinth, LLC make no claims as to the 

effects of the Space Clearing & Blessing. Maura Kirby and Grace Labyrinth, LLC do not 

warrant any results, either inferred or expressed, to be attained.  

 

FEEDBACK:                     

If you feel dissatisfied from the Long Distance Space Clearing & Blessing or your 

personal needs are not being fulfilled, please inform Maura Kirby so the Long Distance 

Space Clearing & Blessing can be made to better suit your situation. 



If applicable, please list any concerns related to your Long Distance Space Clearing & 

Blessing or if there is anything else Maura Kirby should know. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please sign your name below to certify that you have read and agree to the Long 

Distance Space Clearing & Blessing Policies, Terms, and Conditions listed above. 

 

_________________________________   _________________ 

Client Signature       Date 


